Make it your business to hear and be heard with the Poly Voyager Focus UC Stereo Bluetooth headset. Move fluidly between PC and smartphone and between work and entertainment with rich, immersive stereo and active noise canceling designed to keep your focus on work, not on the chaos around you.

**Intuitive/User Friendly Features**
- Works seamlessly across laptops, Bluetooth-enabled desk phones, mobile phones and tablets
- Smart sensors answer calls by simply putting on the headset, mute by taking the headset off and pause/resume music
- Enhanced voice alerts announce caller ID, mute and connection status, talk time level
- Dynamic Mute Alert feature senses and alerts you when you try to talk when muted
- Smart mic boom: wear on either side and maintain locations of R/L stereo and volume/track buttons

**Great Audio on Both Sides of the Call**
- Precision tuned triple-mics with enhanced DSP for superior background noise canceling
- On-demand active noise cancellation so you can focus on your call or work
- High-quality stereo design provides hi-fi stereo sound and an immersive audio experience
- OpenMic button allows you to hear your surroundings when you need to

**Comfort and Durability**
- Leatherette ear cushions wrapped around pillow-soft memory foam
- Cushioned metal headband provides durability while maintaining a comfortable, secure fit
- Easily take the headset on the go with folding ear cushions and included carrying case
VOYAGER FOCUS UC

SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTS TO
• Laptops via USB adapter, Bluetooth-enabled desk phones, mobile phones, tablets, and smart watches

IDEAL FOR
• Mobile professionals with extensive PC/Mac and mobile communications in noisy environments; featuring Active Noise Canceling and smart sensor technology

ROAMING RANGE
• Up to 98 feet (30 meters) with adaptive power (with Class 1 supported devices)

HEADSET WEIGHT
• 155 g

WIRELESS FREQUENCY
• Bluetooth® v4.1

AUDIO PERFORMANCE
• Active noise canceling technology, wideband (voice), hi-fi stereo, A2DP, DSP

HEARING PROTECTION
• SoundGuard DIGITAL: protects against sound levels above 118dBA; Anti-startle (during calls) detects and eliminates any large sudden increase in signal level; Time-Weighted Average prevents average daily noise exposure from exceeding 85dBA

LIMITED WARRANTY
• 1 year

MODELS
• B825: UC Standard version built for UC applications and softphones from Avaya, Cisco, Skype and more
• B825-M: Certified for Skype for Business and Optimized for Microsoft® Lync®

1 Download the latest release of Plantronics Hub to get one-touch call answer/end with these softphones.

LEARN MORE
For more information on Voyager Focus UC visit www.poly.com/voyager-focus-uc